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Abstract: Today language became a challenge to the third world countries to teach English as fluent as English
men. In fact the process was begun in the primitive ages of the civilization to learn the language by all the
human beings in every civilization of the earth. They learnt them naturally as the nature proceeds. Language is
the primary step to every people of civilization to meet the basic need of appetite. In this process English men
possessed the knowledge of English language. Due to some political reasons it pervaded the worldwide. Today
it became essential language in spite of one’s mother tongue from his mother land. There are two fundamental
tests in two major English dominated countries viz. TOEFL and IELTS. These are mere tests only but show the
exact standards with the various points and grammatically factual sentences. These can be the natural process
and clear grammatical structure to show the students the right direction. In ancient days monks (Indian
Rushies) used to teach the students the various studies inclusive of language and literature. Today it is also a
considerable to make use of the native material of content to teach the language like English. It is also more
interesting to know there is also facility to learn the other nations’ literatures for the benefit of understanding
the culture and the language. The modern teacher makes use of several technological devices like computer,
lap-tap, internet and projectors. IELTS & TOEFL became indicators to teach language standards and accuracy.
Keywords: Ancient Universities, IELTS, Indian Rushis, Language skills, Literature, Modern, technology,
TOEFL.
Introduction: Test of English as a Foreign Language
is a test which describes the various levels of English
knowledge understanding. The test major focus is on
the correct grammatical usage of English language. It
explicatively analyzed the grammatical aspects. The
total test is on parts of speech of English language.
The teacher has to focus on the correctness of the
language approach. The test of TOEFL also covers the
listening, speaking, reading and writing. There is also
need to the teacher to make use of the approach of
the test.
In Indian kingdoms the teaching was tutored by
monks/Rushsies these people had the absolute
control over the education and the kingdoms. These
were the selectors of their own shishyas/disciples
from the kingdoms of those days. They used to teach
them language, literature, mathematics, sciences and
other social related studies. They followed the various
methods
to
teach
them
like
interesting
understanding through the observation and the
practical method. They taught them through the oral
teaching and comprehensive exam will be conducted
to them. In Indian sub continent they are various
examples in Indian great epics like The Ramayana
and The Mahabharatha.
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The objectives of education to the human beings are
excellent personality and growth in the civilized
society supporting as the professionals. English
language is taught as the second language and the
foreign language. In the process of education taking
the models of TOEFL and IELTS is as the centers of
education along with the regular education system.
There was also interesting developments in the field
teaching languages. In European kingdoms there
were developments in England and Greek and China.
The Christian monks and religious orders took the
responsibility to teach language of Greek and Latin.
They taught Christian theology, philosophy, music,
Latin and Christian hymns. Greeks were very reputed
for their philosophy and establishments of education
centers. They used the various ways of teaching
methods like question and answer.
The modern education has adopted the technology
system for teaching.
The advantages of TOEFL & IELTS centered
education system
Test Of English As A Foreign Language:
· It is an advantage to the students to follow the
international standards of the education system
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· Test of English as a Foreign Language is for
absolute sentence construction with the proper
correctness without errors.
· Since it is an international test it is good for the
students teach and orient in that direction for
acquiring the advancing knowledge in all fields
from all the countries.
· The test kind of syllabus can be set in the
language education to the Indian students
without failing the natural ways since the most of
the Indian states have the mother tongue
language instruction.
· Listening, speaking and writing skills can be
improved with the usage of the modern
technology like Radio, Television and projectors
and the other similar devices.
· The test is concentrated on the confusing words,
usage of articles, nouns, adjectives, verb agreements,
adverb usage, conjunction, preposition and
exclamatory are explicitly analyzed. Since the every
country has its multiple languages there is more
impact on
English language so there is need to correct them
otherwise other listeners will misunderstand the
intended thought.
· It has also more significance on the listening skills
because the mother tongue sounds influence on
the English language.
· The writing skills in all areas can be tested.
· The reading test is with the comprehension and
Question - Answer method
B. International English Language Testing System
· Even though it is the testing system of English
language it can be centered for the school
education system because the teachers can make
use of the various brands scale of the test.
· The teacher is able to evaluate the standard of
students at various levels of education system viz
Primary, Upper primary, secondary, +2 level and
Graduation.
· The teacher can choose the literature of English to
upgrade levels/Brand scale of IELTS.
· The teacher can also understand to diagnose the
student’s level with the comparison.
· It is very easy to estimate the primary level, up to
the standard level and advanced level; the
separate syllabus can be set and co curricular
activities can be encouraged.
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· This kind of teaching opens the way to follow the
standards of international level.
· The teaching can be done along with the IELTS &
TOEFL, even though there are many approaches
and methods like physical Response, The Silent
Way,
Community
Language
learning,
Suggestopedia, Whole Language, Multiple
Intelligences, Neurolinguistic Programming, The
lexical approach, Competency Based Language
Teaching,
Communicative
approaches:
Communicative language teaching, The Natural
approach, Cooperative language learning, Content
based instruction, Task based language teaching,
The post-methods era
Teaching was begun in the world long time back it
rooted the form of universities through the world in
India there are many universities like Thakshashila,
Nalanda, Nagarjuna University. They used various
methods like concrete way teaching knowledge for
instance, Panchathanthra was taught to the disciples
from a kingdom. They are prices of a king.
Soon after the arrival of the British officials they
established many educational institutions and
universities they taught language and literature and
other sciences. They
used various methods and approaches they are used
along with the native colonized colonies’ skills of
teaching methods. Today there is a great need to
adopt the various methods teaching foreign language.
TOFEL and IELTS are models to take them as the
basic aspects. Since Indian is multi cultural and multi
linguistic sub continent society. There is good
opportunity to the teacher to pick up whatever he is
in requirement of the methods. He can follow the
variety of styles of teaching. He can also take the
opportunity to take relevant literature of English.
The literature can be taken in accordance of the
students level of grasping the teacher can teach in the
effective way. Teacher is a compass in the field of
education to the students. The teacher can pick up
the poems, small stories lyrics so that the learner will
grasp the vocabulary through the rhyming scheme.
Teacher can teach the related stories which were the
best products of the various changes.
There are poems of Alexander Pope, Keats’ poems,
Jane Austin’ novels in the shortest summary wise
abridged ones. The interested novels like Gulliver
Travels by Jonathan Swift. It is also responsibility of
teachers to make use of native literature. The
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students can make use of this literature for
improvement of the Brand Scales in the IELTS, the
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TOEFL standards of correctness.
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